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ABSTRACT 
Vapor-liquid equilibrium data for the system 
methanol-toluene saturated with sodium bromide were deter-
mined at 760 mm Hg in an improved Othmer equilibrium still. 
Th e importance of salt-effect and the role of salt as a 
third component are discussed. 
Analytical data for methanol-toluene solutions 
saturated with sodium bromide at 2s 0 c. are reported in the 
for m of a refractive index-composition curv e . Compositions 
were expressed on a salt-free basis. 
Experimental vapor-liquid equilibrium data for the 
system methanol-toluene saturated with sodium bromide are 
reported over the entire composition range. The data were 
obtained in an atmosphere of helium at 760 mm Hg total 
pressure. Relative volatilities and activity coefficients 
were calculated and reported from the experimental equi-
libr ium data. Th e significance of the relative volatilities 
and the activity coefficients was discussed. Ths data 
obtained by Burke and co-workers (8) for the binary system 
methanol-toluene were compared with those obtained in this 
study. 
The experimental data were tested by the method of 
Redl ich and Kister (56) and found to be thermodynamically 
consistent. A summary of the work done in salt-effect in 
vapor-liquid equilibrium is presented and suggestions for 
future work are made . 
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I. I NTRODUCTIO N AND THE ORY 
A. The Problem 
-
The objective of this study was to investigate the 
effect of a dissolved salt on the vapor-liquid equilibrium 
of a binary system comprised of liquid components . Salt-
effect in vapor-liquid equilibrium depends on the solu-
bility characteristics of the salt and on the sol vent 
properties of the liquid. Extensive studies have been 
made over the yBars of the effect of different salts on 
the vapor-liquidequilibrium of several binary organic 
mixtures. The interaction of a binary liquid mixture and 1 
a salt can fall into one of three categories: 
I . The salt may be soluble in the high-boiling 
component and insoluble in the low-boiling one . 
2. The salt may be soluble in the low-boiler 
and insoluble in the high-boiler. 
3. The salt may be appreciably soluble in both 
components. 
The first type is illustrated by the investigations 
of Rieder and Thompson (57) who studied the system ethanol-
water saturated with potassium nitrate. The work of Tursi 
and Thompson (70), who used the system ethanol-water 
saturated with sodium sulfate, potassium sulfate and sodium 
nitrate, also comes under this type. From their findings 
thes e investigators came to two conclusions : 
1. The addition of a salt which is r elatively 
solubl e only in the high-boilin~ component will cause a 
greater ease of separation between the components of a 
binary mixture. 
2 
2. The ease of separation increases as the solu-
bility of the salt in the high-boiling component increases. 
The second type is illustrated by the work of 
Ciesla (15) on the system ethanol-water-dimethylglyoxime. 
Dimethylglyoxime is relatively soluble in ethanol and 
insoluble in water. The relative volatility curve for this 
system shows a decrease in the volatility of ethanol as a 
result of the addition of the salt. 
The third case is exemplified by the work of Chen 
(11), who investigated the system glycerol-water-sodium 
chloride. Sodium chloride is soluble in glycerol as well 
as water. 
In the systems mentioned above, the binary liquid 
mixtures were saturated with salt • . A summary of the work 
to date on vapor-liquid· equilibrium with salt as a third 
component is given in Table X in the Appendix. 
The present investigation was carried out on a 
system in which the salt was relatively soluble only in the 
low-boiling liquid component. 
B. Ststem Investigated 
The system studied was methanol-toluene, saturated 
with sodium bromide. Mixtures of methyl alcohol and 
toluene are used in chemical processing. These solvents 
are frequently recovered or repurified by distillation. 
Vapor-liquid equilibrium data have been determined for 
this binary system by Burke and co-workers (8) and by 
Benedict and co-workers (2). The work of these investi-
gators showed that a minimum-boiling azeotrope is formed 
at approximately 0.885 mole fraction methanol and a 
temperature of 63.6°C. 
The purpose of the present work was to see what 
effect, if any, a salt such as a sodium halide would have 
on the vapor-liquid equilibrium of the system methanol-
toluene. Sodium halides are very soluble in methyl 
alcohol but practically insolube in toluene. This work 
3 
had the further purpose of trying to establish whether the 
salt would 11 break 11 or shift the azeotrope and make possible 
a more complete separation of the binary mixture by dis-
tillation. 
Many investigations into salt-effect in vapor-liquid 
equilibrium have established that, for any appreciable 
effect on the vapor-liquid equilibrium to be observed, the 
salt must be reasonably soluble in the system. In other 
words, the influence exerted on the system increases as 
the solubility of the salt in the system increases. Sodium 
iodide was initially used in this study because it was very 
4 
soluble in methanol. Other salts such as calcium nitrate, 
cupric chloride and sodi um bromide, which are soluble in 
methanol, were also available. 
The use of sodium iodide was discontinued because it 
is one of those salts which are so soluble in methanol that 
the binary mixture of methanol and toluene separated into 
two liquid phases. Sodium iodide, calcium nitrate and 
cupric chloride all produced this effect at room temperature 
while, with sodium iodide, the two liquid phases persisted 
even at elevated temperatures. In this study, a two-phase 
liquid system was obviously undesirable because the im-
prov ed Othmer still had no provision for sampling a two-
phase liquid system either in the still-pot or in the 
condensate trap. Thus, although it was recognized that a 
two-~hase liquid system would have made a very interesting 
study, it was not practical. The problem was eventually 
solv ed by substituting sodium bromide for sodium iodide. 
The former is much less soluble in methanol than the 
latter and therefore does not break the binary liquid 
mixture into two phases. The solubilities of several salts 
in methanol are presented in Table XI in the Appendix for 
compari son. 
c. J.mportance of Salt - Effect 
Salt- effect in vapor - liquid eq uilibrium is of 
defi nite industrial importance . This may be the re ason 
5 
for the r e search efforts already undertaken on the effect 
of va r ious salts on the vapor - liquid equilibria of several 
bina ry mixtures and of ways of correlating and estimating 
salt-e f f ect in vapor- liquid equilibrium . Extractive and 
azeotropic distillation are already widely used in industry 
in the s eparation of mixtures whose components boil so 
close togeth e r that they cannot be economically separated 
by f r actional distillat i on . These special techniques have 
also be e n successful ly used i n separating mi xt ure s which 
form azeotropes . In a similar ma nne r, the addition of a 
salt to a binary mixtu r e pr oduces changes in relative 
volatility of the systems which can be adapt e d to separate 
th e mixtur e into its components. Since the addition of a 
salt soluble in the high - boiling component increases the 
r ela tive volatility of the more volatile component , it has 
been sugg este d (15) that an industri~l application would be 
t o add a salt directly to the still-pot of a frac tionating 
colu mn t o increase the separation . The salt-effect , 
howe ver , is not limited to increasing relative volatility . 
Thi s was not e d in the work of Garwin and Hutc hison (22) , 
in which acetic acid was separated from water . In this 
case a condition of r eversed relative volatility was 
observed because of the presence of calcium chlorid e . In 
t he fractional distillation of a binary mixture of water 
and acetic acid , water is recovered in the overhead and 
6 
ac etic acid in th e bottoms. By saturating the mixture with 
cal c ium chloride, acetic acid is recov e red in the overhead 
a nd water in th e bottoms . An advantage of this reversed 
r elative volatility is that acetic acid, which now app e ars 
at t he top of the column, may be recovered from dilute 
solu tions of acetic acid in wat e r with a small amount of 
hea t and therefore reduced costs . 
Several investigators (23 , 24 , 68 , 69) , have proposed 
a me t hod for the recovery of inorganic salts from aqueous 
solu t i ons by the addition of a liquid organic solvent to 
crys tallize out the salt . For such a process to be 
comme rcially feasible , the s olvent must be cheaply recovered . 
Sinc e this is usually done by dist il lation, the effect of 
th e salt on the vapor - liquid equilib r ium of the sys t em 
woul d hav e to be known . 
many organic syntheses i nvolve an alkali or ac id 
hy drol ysis of an intermediate compound resulting in an 
otganic - watar-salt mixture .from which the valuable organic 
product must bs separat~d. In many such cases , distilla-
tion affords the most economical means" of separating the 
components. The presence of the salt will affect the 
vapo r- liquid equilibrium relationship of the system . Its 
eff ect must therefore be determined . The large scale 
manufacture of phenol involves an alkaline hydrolysis of 
chl or obenzene . In this p r ocess , known as the Dow process 
(45 ) , chlorobenzene is allowed to react with aqueous 
sodi um hydroxide at a temperature of about 360°c . and a 
Pres s ur e of 4500 p . s . i . 
7 
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/ 
· chlorobenzene 
NaOH 36o 0c. 
~ 4500 p.s.i. 
HCl 
The pr oduct is sodium phenoxide which is neutralized by 
hydrochl oric acid to yield a phenol-water-salt solution. 
It is very difficult to isolat e phenol in this synthesis. 
Bogart and Brunjes (4) have shown that recovery becomes 
commercial ly f e asible, by distillation, in the presence of 
a salt. The salt pe rforms a function comparable to a 
solvent in extractive distillation. 
Anoth e r application of the salt-effect in vapor-
liquid equilibrium is in attempting to "break" or shift 
the azeotrop e of a binary mixture. Mariller and Coutant 
(41) succ essfully used this t echnique to produce anhydrous 
ethanol from an ethanol -water mixture by the addition of 
mercuric c hl oride as a third component. Kyrides and co-
work e r s ( 36 ) used the alkali salts of high-boiling 
alcohols, glycols , and glycerol for the dehydration of the 
lower-b oiling alcohols which are difficult to dehydrate 
by or dinary me ans, although it was not possible to obtain 
absolut e alcohol by this method. Thompson and Molstad (68) 
Propos ed a method for producing anhydrous isopropanol. 
They found that if an isopropanol-wat e r mixture is 
8 
saturat e d wit h ammo ni um nitrate a bov e 41°c., t he upp e r 
lay e r of t he two-ph a s e liqui d f or med will be ric he r in 
alcohol t han t he az a otropic mixture . This upp e r l ayer may 
then be dec ant ed at any t emp e rature abov e 41°c. a nd sub-
jected to fractional di s tillation in a suitabl e column to 
produc e an hyd r ous isopropanol. 
g 
o. The ~ of ~ Salt ~ ~ Third Component ~
The usual ternary liquid system relationships do 
not apply to binary liquid mixtures saturated with salts, 
becaus e of the non-volatile nature of the salts~ Further-
more, th e ph ysical laws of solutions are inapplicable to 
solutions of electrolytes, especially concentrated solu-
tions of electrolyt es, since many of these physical laws 
are based on the assumption of ideal behavior and are 
generally applicable only to dilute solutions (17). The 
role of a salt as a third compone nt in a binary liquid 
mixture can be correlated in terms of the four colligativ e 
properties of solutions: vapor-pressure reduction, 
boiling-point e l evation, freezing-point depression, and 
osmotic pressure, which ar~ closely inter-relate d. The 
most obvious relation would be betwee n t he lowe ring of the 
solvent vapo r-pressure upon addition of a solute and a 
corresponding reduction in th e volatility of the solvent. 
Thus, a salt that is soluble in th e .less volatile componen t 
of a binary system and insoluble in the mo r e volatil e 
component would e ff ectively increase the relative volatility 
of the more volatile compone nt and make separation easi e r. 
Conversel y, if t he salt is solubl e in t he more volatile 
component , separation would be mo r e difficult. 
Another factor which must be considered in a quan-
titative study of salt-effect is th e extent of dissociation 
or association of the solutes in solution. If there is 
dissociation , the vapor-p ressure lowering , boiling-point 
elevati on , freezing -point depression, and osmotic pressure 
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will be increased over t he values expected for a non-dis-
sociating solute. For an associating solute, these 
quantiti es will be decreased (17). In orde r to avoid 
complications, most of the quantitative study on solutions 
have been res tricted to dilute solutions of solutes which 
do not dissociate or associate in solution (17). Anoth e r 
probl em that may arise is the possibility of inte rmolec ular 
reaction or ionic-molecular attraction be tw een the salt 
ions and the molecules of one or both of th e solv e nts. It 
seemed reasonable to postulate that inte r-ionic forces, 
ion-molecul e forces, polarity of th e solv ents, dielectric 
constants of th e solv e nts, and perhaps many other ph enomena 
play some part in det e rmining the e ffect of any salt on 
any binary syst em . However, Fogg (20) has stated that the 
concentration of the salt would be the primary factor in 
determining the magnitude of the salt-effect, whereas the 
relative solubilities of the salt in the two liquid com-
ponents would control the direction .of th e change of 
relativ e volatility. 
In case s wher e normal distillation methods ar e 
impractical, a third component is introduced into a distil-
lation c ha r ge to improve th e separation. This difficulty 
of separation may be a r es ult of azeotrop e formation or of 
very low relative volatility ov e r a wide concentration 
range. Therefore by adding a third component which will 
reduce t he partial vapor pressure of the higher-boiling 
component withou t aff ecting the other, the relative vola-
tility of the mixture will be e nhanced and s eparation by 
11 
distillation will be easier. Most industrial applications 
of this technique in extractive and azeotropic distillation 
have employed a liquid as a third component. Walker and 
his colleagues (74) suggested a modification of this me thod 
by the addition of a material which is very soluble in 
one but not in the other component. Such a material would 
obviously lower the vapor pressure of the first component 
but not the second. The work of Rieder and Thompson (57), 
and Tursi and Thompson (70), and others, have verified that 
the relative volatility of a binary mixture is increased by 
the addition of a salt soluble in the high-boiling com-
ponent and insoluble in the low-boiling. 
The non-ideality of a given mixture is indicated by 
the activity coefficients. Therefore the effect of the 
third component can be observed by noting the difference 
between the activity coefficients of this mixture and that 
of the corresponding binary mixture. Studies by several 
investigators (57) confirm that the .addition of a salt to 
a binary liquid mixture· increases the non-ideality of the 
system. However, there are other factors contributing to 
the non-ideality of a system besides the salt-effect. 
These include: 
1. Differences in "internal pressure 11 or molecular 
attraction force which favor positive deviations. 
2. Compound-formation between two components or a 
marked difference in size, giving negative deviations. 
e:. correlating .§.ill.-Effect in Vapor-,Liguid Equilibrium 
-
Several investigators have attempted to develop 
correlations for the prediction of salt effect in binary 
vapor-liquid equilibrium. Notable among these ar e 
12 
Ramalho and Edgett (54), Tursi and Thompson (70), Fogg (20) , 
Lu (37), and Johnson and Furt e r (31,32). 
Lu ( 37) proposed a method which uses, as primary 
informatio n , the vapor-pr essure lowering of t he pure com-
ponents r esulting from addition of salt, and vapor-liquid 
equilibrium data under salt-free conditions. Th e proposed 
empirical method is limited to the following conditions: 
1. The salt does not have any ch em ical effect on 
the components, such as the formation of hydrate or 
alcoholat e with the liquid components. 
2. The s al t-free binary system does not deviate 
much from ideality. 
3 . Th e salt solution is saturated. In dilute salt 
solutions, the vapor-pressure lowe ring of the pure solvents 
is r elated to the concentration through Raoult•s Law. 
- pO - P 
Xs - pD (1) 
where xs is mole fraction of the solute; po is the vapor 
pressure of the pure solv ent; and p is the vapor pressure 
of the solution at the same temperature. For binary vapor-
liquid equilib rium calculations, under salt-free conditions, 
and assuming that the vapor phas e is an ideal mixture, th e 
total pressure is given by 
( 2) 
13 
v r e f e rs to ac tivit y c oe fficient a nd s ubscrip t s 1 wh e r e 0 
and 2 r efe r to components 1 an d 2 r es pec t iv e l y. For sa t -
urat ed s olutions , Equati on 1 ofte n do e s not apply . Henc e 
LU def i ne d a pseu do mole fr action of the s ol ute using 
Equation 1 . Whe n salt is added , the li quid mo l e fraction 
t e rms i n Equati on 2 are modif i e d a s f ollows : 
' 
x 
xl = 0 0 xl(~) + x2(~) 
(pl ) (p 2 ) 
( 3a) 
' 
x 
X2 = 0 0 
xl(.:1_) + x2(~3 .. J 
(pl ) (p2 ) 
(3b) 
whe r e p1 and p 2 a r e vap or pressu res of the sol ut i ons , salt 
plus pur e li qu id 1 and s al t plus pure l iq uid 2 , r espeetive l y, 
at t he bo i ling point; p1° and p 2D are th e vapor p r essur e s 
of t he pure comp onents 1 and 2 , r e sp ~c t ive l y , 
~ t emp e r atu re . According to Equat i on 1 , p = 1 
at th e same 
1 
Using 1 mo l e of salt f r ee soluti on , t he ratio pD g i ves th e 
p 
total nu mb e r of mol es of salt sol uti on available (n umb e r of 
mol es of salt and 1 mo l e of salt - f r ee l i qu i d) . In Equatio n 
P1D 3, t he t e r m , means t he number of mol e s of salt 
p 0 
2 
solu tions pe r mo l e of s a lt- fr ee li quid compon e nt 1 , and t he 
p 0 
t e r m x1 (_l_) r epre s e nts t he numb e r of mol e s of salt 
(pl . 
solu ti on cont ribu te d fr om liquid compone nt 1 . Similarly , 
p20 
............ 
me a ns the numbe r of mol e s of s al t s ol ut ion per mo l e of 
14 
0 
salt- f r ee liquid component 2 while the term x 2 (~) rep r e-
(p2 ) 
s ents the number of moles of sal t solution contributed 
from liquid component 2. In both cases, pseudo mole 
' frac tion of the salt is employed . Thus the quantities x1 
' and x2 i n Equation 3 may be considered as the effective mole 
fract ions of t he liquid components . The quantities 'If 1 and 
tz may be taken from the salt-free vapor-liquid data at the 
correspondi ng x1 and x2• Thus the boiling point corres-
poading to th e given total pressure 7f can be determined by 
the equation 
1T : XI ·"t 
1 1 
(4) 
The e quilibrium vapor compos i tions are evaluated by 
x~ ¥1 Pi o 
Y1 = (Sa) 
1f 
(5b) 
The correlation proposed by Ramalho and Edgett (54) 
is i nteresting because it was designed to apply only to 
non-saturated solutions . In nearly all the correlations 
proposed by previous investigations , saturated salt solu-
tions were employed so that a more pronounced effect would 
be observed. Ramalho and Edgett , however , decided to avoid 
satu rate d solutions , but made the salt concentration in 
solu t i on a constant parameter for each system studied . 
They proposed a cor;elation which would permit prediction 
of t he salt effec t from a minimum of experimental data . The 
authors also presented a theore tical justification for the 
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proposed corr elation, bas e d upon conside ration of the chang e 
of chemical potentials of the two volatile components du e 
to salt ad dition. The corr elation c onsist e d of th e use of 
referenc e-syst em charts with t he following coordinates. 
Ordinat e : Relative volatilities ( o<'s) for th e 
system 1-2-salt, where 1 and 2 are th e liquid compone nts. 
Absc i ssa: Values of th e r e la t iv e volatilities (o() 
for the r e f e r e nce syste m 1-2. 
The ordinates are plott e d versus the abscissa at corres-
ponding e qual valu e s of the liquid composition x. Several 
straight li ne s are obtained corresponding to the several 
different conc e ntrations of dissolv e d salt. The straight 
line relati onship fails only aft e r saturation is reached. 
When this happens, the concentration of dissolved salt is 
no longer c onstant sinc e salt-precipitation occurs. This 
means that the re is a variation in the conc e ntration of 
dissolv e d salt over th e binary liquid composition rang e . 
This is du e to the fact that the solubility of the salt is 
usually not the sam e in · the two liquid components at all 
compositions, eve n though the liquid mixture may be sat-
urated a t the diffe rent binary compositions. 
Fog g (20) proposed an empirical correlation which 
relat es t he fractional change in the activity co e fficients 
of both c ompon e nts, caused by addition of a salt, to th e 
solubility of the salt in the pure components. From this 
correlation, he beli eved that th e eff ect of any salt on a 
binary syst em can be pr edicted und e r th e followin g c on-
ditions: 
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1. Experimental data a r e available for the effect 
of t hree or four representative salts on the system . 
2. The salts do not react with the liquid compon-
ents. 
3 . The salts exhibit similar ionic properties . 
II. EXPERIMENTAL 
Chemicals .~ 
Toluene. The toluene used in this work was of 
analytic~! reagent grade, purchased from the Mallinckrodt 
Chemical Works. The boiling point of the chemical was 
quoted as ll0.6°C. which is the literature value of the 
normal boiling point of toluene. The maximum impurities 
were listed as 0.03%. The boiling point of the toluene 
was experimentally determined in the apparatus of this 
investigation to be ll0.6°C. As a further check of the 
purity of this reagent, a sample was analyzed on a gas 
chromatograph. No impurities were detected at the highest 
sensitivity of the instrument. As a final check for 
purity, the refractive index of the toluene was determined 
and found to be n55 = 1.49420. This value is in good 
agreement with the literature value n~S = 1.49428 
reported by Burke and ca-workers (B). The toluene was 
therefore used without further purification. 
methanol. The methanol, also purchased from the 
Mallinckrodt Chemical Works, was of analytical reagent 
grade. It was specified to be anhydrous end acetone-free, 
•ith a boiling point of 64.6°C. The minimum assay was 
quoted as 99.5% methanol by volume and the water content 
•as guaranteed to be no more than 0.10%. Refractive index 
•easurements and gas chromatographic analysis showed that 
further purification was necessary. In the gas 
chromatographic analysis of the methanol, a small peak, 
other than that for methanol, was observed. A few drops 
of water were deliberately added to the methanol sample 
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and another analysis was carried out~ Peaks were observed 
at the same places as before except that the impurity peak 
was considerably increased. This simple test indicated 
that the impurity was water. The methanol was therefore 
distilled over calcium oxide end the middle cut was 
retained. The boiling point was found to be 64.7°c. which 
is the value given in the literature for pure methanol 
{30). The refractive index Cn55 ) of the methanol was 
found to be 1.32690 at 2s0 c. This value is very close to 
that determined by Burke and co-workers (8), n~S = 1.32691. 
Chromatographic analysis of the distilled methanol showed 
only one peak, obviously that for methanol. This indicated 
that the methanol had been syccessfully purified. 
, Sodium Bromide. The sodium bromide used in this 
study was a product of the General Chemical Division of 
the Allied Chemical Company. The salt was of reagent grade 
and in granular form. It was used as received without 
further purification. 
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a. App arat us 
The vapor-liquid equilibrium still employed was an 
aoo-ml . improv ed Othmer still shown in Figure 1 . This 
typ e of still has been widely us ed with great succ ess by 
s everal inv estigators (11 , 15,54,57,70) . Moreove r , th e 
improved Othmer type was rated very high by Fogg (20) i n 
his c omparison of @quilibrium stills . Howsver, it was 
r ecog niz ed that a recycling typ e of equilibrium still like 
this one, also known as a continuous distillation equi lib-
rium still , has advantages as well as disadvantages . The 
main advant ages are that it is simple and that the unit 
can be plac ed in operation and allowed to come to a steady 
state without any great amount of attention (60) . The 
disadv antages which may lead to serious errors are (60): 
1 . Pa rtial condensation of the vapors , thereby 
increasing the concentration of the mor e volatile compon-
ant in the vapor . 
2. Entrainment of liquids in · the vapor leaving the 
s till-pot , thus increasing the concentration of the l ess 
volat i l e component in th e vapor . 
3 . Inadequate or slow mixing of the returning con-
densa te with the liquid in th e still-pot causing the 
condensat e , which is of a different composition from the 
liqui d in th e still and , in general , of a lower boiling 
poin t t a flash as soon as it meets the hot liquid . Th e 
Vapor obtained in this case is not an equilibrium vapor . 
4 . This method assumes that the vapor obtained by 
boiling a liquid is in equilibrium with the liquid . There 
FIGURE 1 
I MPROV ED OTHMER STILL 
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has been no adequa t e proo f of t his assumpt ion. So me 
theore tic al c ons i derati ons would t e nd to indicat e t hat 
equilibrium sho uld not be obtained (6 0) . Availabl e e xp e r i -
mental dat a indicat e t ha t t he dif fe r e nc e in compo s ition 
betwe e n t he vap or obtained in this mann e r and t he tru e 
equilibr i um is not gr ea t in most cas es. Howe ve r, in a f ~ w 
systems s i g nif i cant dif fe r e nc es hav e bee n found ( 60). 
Syste mat i c e rrors we r e mini mize d by prop e r e quip-
ment de s ign a nd control. Hea t was suppli e d to th e still by 
an ext e r nal he ater~ Th e us e of an int e rnal heat e r was 
avoided i n orde r to e liminat e th e possibility of oxidation 
of the me t hanol. Becaus e of th e shap e of t he still-pot, 
it was not possi bl e to purchase a heating jacke t that woul d 
fit. Th e r e for e a heat e r was designe d. Th e heat input 
was controll e d by means of a 5-amp e r e Ge ne ral Radio Comp a ny 
Variac. The proc e dure f ollowed in desig ning t he he a te r i s 
present ed in th e App e ndix. 
To p r e ve nt r e flux i ng on th e inside still wall, a 
length of wi r e was wrapp e d around th e upp e r part of th e 
still-pot and the deliv e ry tube t o t he cond e ns e r. Car e 
was take n t o wind th e heating wire eve nly so that an eve n 
superh ea t c ould be appli e d to th e vapor abov e th e boil i ng 
liquid t o pr even t r e fluxing. In a furth e r att e mpt t o 
minimiz e t empe r a tur e grad i e nts in th e sup e rh eat ed vapor, a 
layer of as bes tos insulation was appli e d a r ound t he heati ng 
Wire and ove r t he top of th e still. Th e heat i nput to t his 
heating wire was cont roll e d b y anoth e r 5-amp e r e Va r i ac ma de 
by th e Ge ne ral Ra di o Company. Th e still was e ncl os ed in a 
• wooden box , which was open at the top and was 1ar9 g 
equipp ed with glass doors at the front so that the still 
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could be observed from outs ide . With these precautions t he 
eff ect s of air currents we r e minimi zed and the still was 
assumed to operate unde r adiabatic conditions . 
A Cartesian Man os tat , Model # B, made by Gr einer 
Scie nt i fic Corporation , was used to maintain the s ystem at 
a constant pressu r e of 760 mm Hg . A tank of helium was 
used t o supply pressure to the system while vacuum was 
obtained with a water aspi r ator . With this t ype of mano-
stat t here was no need fo r a surge tank because the 
i nstrument responded immedi a tely to any slight pressure 
ris e i n the system . All experimen t al data were taken at 
760 ! 2.0 mm of merc ury . The manometer was made by the 
Ma riam Company of Cleveland , Ohio . Mercury was the mano-
metric f luid. 
Vapor temperatures in the still were measured with 
a mercu ry - in-glass thermometer whose scale is in o. 2°c . 
divis i ons . Because of the superheat required to prevent 
refluxi ng , accurate measurement of th~ boiling temperature 
in the still was not possible . Rather, boiling poi nt data 
were obtained in a 2000 ml . three-necked flask, which was 
kept approximately one-half full with saturated solution. 
A condenser was inserted into the center neck so that 
boiling could be done under total reflux . The top of the 
condenser was connected to the pressure controller des-
crib ed above so that the normal boiling points of the 
m· t lx ur es could be obtained . In one side neck a calibrated 
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the r momet e r was immersed in the liquid so t hat the boiling 
t emp erature of the latter could be determ i ne d. In the 
oth er side nec k another calibrat ed th e rmomet er was located 
appr oximatel y one inch abov e the surface of the liquid in 
orde r t o give th e temp e rature of the vapor assumed to be 
in equ ilibrium with the boiling liquid . The effect of 
radia tion on the thermometers was as s umed neg l igible . 
corr ec tions were made for th e emergent stem of th e ther-
mom et e r. 
Ten ml . Weld- typ e , capp e d specific g r avity bottles 
were us ed to weigh the liquid mixtures used in preparing 
the r efractive i ndex - composition calibrat i on curve for th e 
syst em methanol - toluene sa t urated with sodium br omide . 
Special 75-ml . narrow-necked bottles were used fo r all 
liqui d sampl e s for t he refract i ve i ndex anal ysis . 
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c. Analytical Technique 
Refractive index-composition data have been reported 
for the system methanol-toluene by Burke and co-workers (B). 
Three main reasons indicated the use of refractive index 
measurements as the analytical techniques high accuracy; 
relatively short times required to analyze each sample; and 
the need of only small samples for each analysis. In 
addition to the above reasons, it was intended to use the 
data of Burke and co-workers to plot a calibration curve of 
refractive index versus composition for the system methanol-
toluene containing no salt. Because the data of Burke and 
co-workers were determined at 2s 0c., all refractive index 
•easurements made in the present study were at 2s0 c. 
ror the refractive index measurements, a Bausch and 
Lomb precision refractometer was employed. Using this 
instrument~ it was possible to reproduce refractive inde~ 
measurements with a precision . of! 0.00005, but the valu~s 
•era reported to only four decimal places. The temperature 
of the prism was maintaihed at 25 ! o~·os0c. by a precision 
constant temperature bath. Burke and co-workers (8) claimed 
that the refractometer yielded analyses with an estimated 
•aximum error of ! 0.03 mole % absolute. Their claim seems 
ta be ~too optimistic. The data from the present study, like 
those of Burke et al., are reported to the nearest 0.1 mole%. 
The General Electric Sodium Lab-Arc, which is 
installed as a permanent part of the precision refracto-
•eters, was used as a light source in the determination of 
the basic index values. A type NB Colora Ultra-Thermostat 
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constant t e mp e rature bath was us e d . It has a built-in 
pump which circulates th e bath wat e r t hr ough th e refracto-
met e r prisms . Typically , only a few trials of cooling 
wate r flo w rat e were r e quir e d. Onc e th e righ t flow rat e 
was es tablishe d and steady op e ration was obtained , th e 
temp e r atur e was constant at 25 ! Q.os 0 c. 
In orde r to obtain reproducibl e r esults , i t was 
nec es sary to transf e r sampl es to the r e fract ometer as 
quickl y as possible . Thi s was accom plish ed by th e use of 
medic ine dropp e rs . The numb e r of drops of sampl e used 
t ended to make a slight di f f e r e nc e i n th e sharpne s s of th e 
divid ing line which conseque ntly affecte d th e r esults 
obtained . I n orde r t o obtain r eprodubibl e results , two , 
or at th e most three , drops we re us e d e ach tim e . As a 
f i nal precaution any drops suspende d at the tip of th e 
dropp e r we r e absorbed on blotti ng paper . This was nec essary 
becaus e drops e xposed to th e a tm ospher e partial l y evap or-
ated duri ng transfe r to th e ref r ac t om e ter . This mad e it 
very dif f icult to obta in reproduci bl e results . 
I n a nalyzing salt-saturated samples , some authors 
(20,71 ) fir s t separat e d th e salt from the liquid sampl e s , 
and t hen a nalyz e d th e salt-free liquids; others ( 15 , 70 ) 
det e r mined its de nsity at a known temp e rature ; wh i l e at 
l east one a uthor (11) de t e rmine d th e r e frac tiv e inde x of a 
binary liquid mixture saturated with a salt . 
In thi s work, the analys e s of salt-saturated liquid 
samp l es we r e accomplish ed b y r e fracti ve index measureme nts . 
A Calibration curv e for th e me thanol - t ol ue ne sy s t em 
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satura ted wit h sodium bromid e was prepared at zs 0 c. The 
t ern me thanol-toluene saturate d with sodium bromide may sys 
be su i t ably a naly z ed by refractive index measurem e nts . In 
the fi rst plac e sodium bromid e is not exc es siv ely solubl e 
in t he system methanol - tolue ne (64) . Thus precipita tion 
of sodium b romid e on the r efractometer prisms would not 
caus e dif f i c ulti e s provide d the prisms are prop e r l y cl e an ed 
and dr i ed aft e r eac h a nal ysis . Sec ondly , the me thanol-
tolu ene mixture s satu r ated with sodium bromide are optic-
ally c l ear ove r the whole rang e of c ompositions . He nc e 
they c an be a nal yzed by r e frac tive index me asur eme nts (51) . 
In or de r to obtain r e fractiv e i nde x- composition 
data, mix t ur es of methanol an d tolue ne we r e accurat e ly 
weigh ed i n t e n ml . We ld-typ e sp ec i fic gravity bottles . 
Hypode r mic syr i nge s we re us ed when nece s s a ry t o i n j ect t he 
requir ed amount s of the li qui ds i nt o t he bottl e s . Th e 
weig hing instrum e nt was a Sartorius Balance . The compo-
sitions of t he samp l e s we r e first ch~cked by measuring 
their r e fr ac t i ve indic e s at 2s0 c. The solutions we r e th e n 
saturat ed with sodium bromide and kept in t he cons t ant 
t emp e r atur e bath at 2s 0 c. for s ever a l hours fo r th e rmal 
equil ibr i um to be r e ach e d. 
The r esults of this work togeth e r wi t h t he r e frac-
tive i nd ex of me t hanol-tolue ne solutions are plotted in 
Figure 2. Th e plot fo r t he salt - sa t urat e d syst em is on a 
salt-f r ee basis . The exp e r i mental da t a of refractiv e 
index of me t hanol - to l uene-sodium bromid e sol utions at 
2s0 c. ar e list e d in Tab l e I. In a ddition , the r e fracti ve 
FIG URE 2 
REF RACTIVE I NDICES OF MIXTURES OF MET HANOL AND 
TOLUE NE AT 25°c. 
(EXPE RIMENTAL DATA) 
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LfJ 
NO 
c 
... 
x 
Cll 
1. 52 
1. 50 
1. ~8 
1. 46 
1.44 
~ 1. 4~ 
1-4 
1. 38 
1.34 
\ 
\ 
----0---- Saturated with NaBr 
Author's data 
No salt present -
Data of Burke and co-workers ( 8 ) 
0 0.2 0.4 D.6 
Mole Fraction Methanol 
(Salt-free basis) 
a.a 1. 0 
TABLE 1 
REF RACTIVE I NDEX-C OM POSITIO N DATA AT 25°c. FOR 
METHA NOL-T OLUENE SOLUTI ONS SATURATED WIT H 
SODIUM BROIYl IDE 
Mole Fraction Methanol 
(Salt-free Basis) 
0 .00 00 
0 .0953 
0.2727 
0 .2780 
0 .3504 
0 .4420 
0 .5017 
0. 5575 
0 .6100 
0 .7061 
0.1100 
o.7400 
o .7700 
0 .8300 
0 . 8 76 9 
0 . 9 201 
0 . 9603 
1.0000 
Refractive Index 
1. 49430 
1.48972 
1.48 272 
1. 48210 
1.47340 
1.45930 
1. 45106 
1. 44371 
1. 43610 
1. 42045 
1.41 990 
1. 414 70 
1.40890 
1. 395 20 
1. 38330 
1.36970 
1. 35400 
1.33260 
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index composition data for me thanol-toluene s olutions at 
25oc. are giv e n in Tabl e VIII in the Appendix. The se data 
are those reported by Burke and co-work e rs (8). 
Gas Chromatography was s e riously considered as a 
method of analysis since it has definit e advantages for 
binary liquid mixtures saturate d with inorganic salts. An 
obvious advantag e is that, since the salt is non-volatile, 
only one calibration curve would be r equire d to analyze 
the liquid and th e vapor samples. Refractiv e index 
measurement was chosen over gas chromatography for the 
following r easons: 
1. A r e fractive index-composition calibration curve 
for methanol-toluene was already available. 
2. The refractive index measurements were simpler 
and quick e r than gas chromatography. 
3 . Gas chromatography is not as accurate as 
refractive index measurement. Lu et al. (38) estimated an 
error of! 0.2 mol e% using a Bausch and Lomb Abbe-3L 
precision r e fractometer·and an error of! 0.5 mole% using 
a Perkin-Elmer Model 154-C Vapor Fractometer. Bowd en (6 ) , 
however, t hought the error-estimate on the Perkin-Elmer 
instrum en t was optimistic, and suggested a minimum e rror 
of 2-5%. 
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o. Exp e ri me ntal Procedure 
-
Performanc e t ests such as ability to r eproduc e data 
for well - know n bi nary syst ems, approach to steady-stat e , 
and liqui d e ntrainm e nt tests wer e conduct e d. Equilibrium 
point s we r e de t e rmined for e thanol - wat e r and methanol-
toluene sy s t ems at atmosph e ric pressure. Th e value s 
obtained ch eck e d very wel l with those presented b y, Chu (14 ) , 
and t hos e of Bur ke e t al . (a) . 
1 . Charging l!:!!! Still 
The still was charged with approxi mat e ly 3 00 ml . 
of so l ution in each run . Satu r ati on was assu~ed by adding 
enough s a l t so that an excess was always observed at the 
bottom of the still . Init i all y the still was c ha r ged with 
approximately 250 ml . of pure methanol . Th e n th e conc en-
tration of the mi xtur e was va r ied by adding t oluene or 
me th anol t o t he mixtu r e from th e previous run . For hi gh e r 
me t hanol concentrati ons , the alcohol and salt were adde d 
dir ec tly t o th e sti l l . For higher toluene conc entr a tions, 
it was nec essary to empty the cont e nts of the still i nto a 
beak e r, add t he toluene and r e introduc e the mi xture into 
the still , l e aving some of the salt in the beaker . In t hi s 
way, th e salt precipitat e d wh e n tol ue ne is added is pre-
vented fro m plugging the liquid sample cock . The still was 
Op e r a t ed for at l east four hours to insure th e attainme nt 
of equilibrium . The c r it e r i on for e quilibrium was a 
constant t empe ratur e for th e partic ular run . During this 
study th e vapors we re sup e rh eat e d by s - 10°c . by supplying 
heat to t he insulated portion of the still so that no 
r efl uxi ng would be obs e rved i n th e vapor channe l . 
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2. Pressure Control 
Atmospheric pressure was measured by means of 
a mercury column barometer located in the same building as 
the apparatus . The pressure in the still was adjusted to 
76 0 mm Hg with the manostat . Pressure was c ontrolled 
only afte r the addition of all components , and after it 
had been established that the mixture was saturated . With 
t he pressur e adjusted and no abnormal behavior such as 
l eakage obs e rved in the s ystem , the timing of the experi-
mental run was begun . 
3 . Temperatu r e Measurements 
Vapor temperatures in the still wera measured 
with a mercury-in-glass thermometer calibrated against an 
A. S. T. M. th e rmometer. , The th e rmometer was read at frequ e nt 
inte r vals throughout the course of each run in order to 
keep trac k of the approach of th e system to e quilib r i um. 
In most cas e s th e t emperatur e r emain e d c onstant after th e 
st il l had b~e n op e rat ed for about two hours . It was th e n 
all owed to run for anoth e r two hours be for e samples were 
take n. 
4 . Sampl i ng Techniqu e 
Af t e r the minimum time of fou r ho urs ha d 
elaps ed , t he following standard procedure was follow e d for 
taki ng the sampl es: 
1 . Clean sampl e bottl e s wer e ta ke n from t he oven 
and allowe d to cool in a d~siccat o r at roo m t em pe r at ur e . 
2. The sampl e outl e t s we r e cl e an e d and dri ed with 
a Pi pe cl eaner . 
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3 . All heating e l eme nts we r e turned off. 
4. The s ystem was v ent e d to th e atmosph e r e . 
5 . About ten ml . of th e cond e nsate we r e dra i ne d 
of f in ord e r to flush the stopcock bor e . 
6 . The vapor sample bottl e was immersed in an ice 
bat h. About 1 0 ml . of condensate war e collect e d and the 
sampl e bottl e was immediately stoppered and labelled . 
7 . Approximat ely 20 ml . of liquid were drained 
fr om the still-pot in order ta flush the stopcock bore . 
B. Sodium bromide was introduced into th B liquid 
sample bottle . This was ta ensure that the liquid samples 
woul d still be saturated . 
9 . The liquid sample bottle was immers e d in an ice 
bat h. About 20 ml . of liquid sample were collected , and 
the bottl e was immediately stoppered and lab e lled . 
10 . Both samples were refrigerated until they were 
transferr ed to the constant temperature bath . 
By s trictly following the above proc e dure , the errors 
introduc ed by sampling were r e duced to a minimum . 
5. Refractive I ndex Measurement 
The samples were analyz ~ d as soon as possibl e 
af t er compl e tion of a run . The samples were left over-
nig ht in t he constant temperature bath in order ta ensure 
ther mal e quilibrium and saturation of the liquid sample . 
Inw ery run the vapor sample was analyzed before the liquid 
sample . The refractometer prisms were carefully washed 
wit h methyl alcohol , allowed to dry, and cleaned with lens 
Paper . Any specks of foreign material were removed with 
cam el-hair brush . 
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
A. Exp e rim ental Vapor-Liquid Eguilibrium Data 
Th e following factors were determined experimentally 
for each run: duration of run, total pressure, vapor 
compositi on ex pre ssed as mole fraction methanol , and liquid 
compositi on expressed as mole fraction methanol on a 
salt-free basis. These values are given in Table II. The 
equilibrium data for the system methanol-toluene saturate d 
with sod ium bromide are shown in Figure 3 . The data 
obtained for methanol -toluene by Burke et al. (8), listed 
in Tabl e VII in the Appendix, are also plotted on the sam e 
curve for comparison. 
TABLE II 
EXPE RI MENTAL VAPOR -LI QU I D EQUILI BRI UM DATA OF 
mET HANDL- TOLUE NE- SODIUM BROM IDE SYSTE M 
(under Helium) 
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Run No. Duration of 
Run , Hou r s 
Total Pressure 
mm Hg 
Mole Fr action 
Liqu i d Vapor 
1-5 Preliminary Runs 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
6 . 0 
6 . 5 
5 . 5 
5 . 5 
5 . 5 
6 . 0 
5 . 0 
5 . 0 
4 . 5 
6 . 0 
4 . 5 
5 . 5 
6 . 0 
7 . 0 
6 . 0 
6 . 0 
6 . 5 
6 . 5 
6 . 0 
6 . 0 
6 . 5 
760 + 2 . 0 
760 + 2 . 0 
760 !. 2 . 0 
760 : 2 . 0 
760 : 2 . 0 
760 + 2 . 0 
760 : 2 . 0 
760 ~ 2 . 0 
760 + 2 . 0 
760 : 2 . 0 
760 + 2 . 0 
+ 760 - 2. 0 
760 + 2 . 0 
760 : 2 . 0 
760 ! 2 . 0 
+ 760 - 2. 0 
760 ~ 2 . 0 
760 + 2. 0 
+ 760 - 2. 0 
760 :. 2 . 0 
760 : 2. 0 
x y 
0 . 912 
D. 930 
0 . 953 
0 . 343 
0 . 011 
0 . 288 
0.1 21 
0 .1 55 
0 . 600 
0 . 517 
0 . 690 
0 . 8 29 
0 . 888 
0 . 926 
0 . 886 
0 . 446 
0 . 018 
0 . 071 
0 . 120 
0.032 
0 . 095 
0 . 877 
0 . 905 
0 . 939 
o . 783 
0 . 051 
o . 7 7 o 
0 . 721 
o . 73 1 
o. 821 
0 . 813 
0 . 824 
0 . 840 
0 . 860 
0 . 892 
0 . 858 
0 . 814 
0 . 144 
o . 560 
0 . 690 
0 . 214 
0 . 660 
FIGURE 3 
VAPOR-LIQUI D EQUILI BR IUM CURVE FOR 
MET HANOL -TOLUE NE SYSTEM 
( EXPE RI MENTAL DATA) 
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a. ~oiling Point-Comeosition Data 
The expe rimental boiling point data for methanol-
toluene mixtures saturated with sodium bromide are pre-
sented in Table III with the corresponding liquid compo-
sitions on a salt-free basis. Figure 4 is a graphical 
presentation of the same data. The data of Burke and co-
workers ( 8 ) for the yst em methanol-tolu~ne are also plotted 
in Figure 4 . 
mol e 
TABLE III 
BOILI NG POI NTS AT ATrnOSPHE RIC PRESSURE OF 
METHANOL- TOLUE NE SOLUTIO NS SATU RAT ED 
WIT H soo rum BROM I DE 
Fraction Me thanol Temp e rature , 
Liquid, xl Liquid 
o. ooo 11 0 . 6 
o . 012 1 07 . 3 
0 . 108 74.5 
0 . 1 55 72 . 4 
0 . 180 71. 2 
0 . 244 69 . 4 
0 . 323 67 . 2 
0 .36 8 66 . 5 
0 . 425 65 . 9 
0 . 480 65.6 
0 . 563 65 . 5 
0 . 6 25 6 5 . 4 
0 . 68 5 65 . 2 
o . 76 8 6 5 . 1 
0 . 838 6 5 . 0 
0 . 89 2 65.1 
0 . 9 28 65 . 7 
0 . 944 66 . 1 
0 . 948 66 . 4 
1 . 00 0 67.4 
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oc . 
FIGURE 4 
BOILI NG POI NTS OF METHA NOL-T OLUE NE SATURATED WIT H 
SODIUM BROM I DE 
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c. Re fractiv e Ind ex- Composition Data at 25°c . 
The exp e r i me nt al data of th e r ef r activ e inde x 
meas ur ements for the methan ol -toluene s yst em saturat e d with 
sodi um bromide are tabulat e d in Tab l e I and pres e nt ed 
grap hical l y in Figure 2. Th e liquid comp os i ti ons a r e giv e n 
on a s alt-free basis . The dat a of Bur ke and co - worke r s 
(8) for t he r e frac t ive indic e s of the binary s yst em 
met hanol - tolu e ne are also plott ed in Fig ur s 2 and tabul a t e d 
in Tabl e XI in th e App e ndix . A la r ge plo t of the r e frac -
tiv e index - c omp osition data was us e d i n th e ana lysi s . 
IV. CALCULATED RESULTS 
mol e Fraction 
-
In order to prepare the r ef ractive index-composi-
ti on calibration curv e , solutions of met hanol and toluene 
of accuratel y known compo s itions we ra sat ura ted with 
sodi um b r omide . The compositions , initially express e d as 
we i ght fraction methanol on a salt - free basis wer e 
converted to the corresponding mole-fractions . Th e mole 
fracti ons we re calculat ed from the weight fraction s by 
the foll owing 
where 
x 
I'll a OH 
XMeOH 
32 . 04 
9 2 . 13 
r elation: 
Xf'll eD H 
XMeOH 
'.j2. 04 
(1 
3 2 . 0 4 + 92 . 1 3 
= XrneOH 
O. 3 2 S + O. 6 7 2 )( M e O H 
= mole fraction of methanol 
= weight fraction of methanol 
= molecular weiight of methanol 
= molecular weight of toluene 
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s. Re la t iv e Volatility 
Th e volatility of any s ubstanc e in a homog e ne ous 
l i qu id i s de fin ed as its partial pressure in th e vap or in 
equ ilibri um with that liquid , di vid ed by its mole fraction 
in th e l i quid (60) . The relativ e volatility of a mi xtur e 
is t he ra t io of the volatilities of th e components . Fo r a 
bi nary mixtur e c ontaining components A and B, the relativ e 
vola tility is de fin e d as: 
~AB = v A 
V9 
If th e vapor phas e is assumed to follow Dalton's law of 
parti al pr essur es , th e final expr ession for th e r elative 
volatil i ty is: 
whe r e 
o( AB 
~8 = volatility of "A" with r e sp ect to 11 8 11 
x = mole fraction i n the liquid phase 
y = mole fraction i n th e vap or phas e 
A = lowe r boiling component 
8 = high e r boil i ng compon e nt 
VA = volatility of II A II 
V9 = volatility of II 8 If 
Relative volatility is a dir ect measur e of the e as e 
Of s eparat ion of two or more components by t he distillation 
Proc ess . Th e more separabl e a mixture is th e large r is 
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t he value of the relative volatility . If th e r elative 
volatility, o(, is unity , no separation is possible since 
t he composition of the liquid is identical with that of the 
vap or . 
Re lative volatilities mere calculated from the 
exp erimental equilibrium data · or the system methanol-
t ol uene saturated with sodium bromide . The calculated 
values are listed in Table IV . The values calculated for 
t he binary system methanol-toluene according to the data 
of Burke e t al. (8) , are listed in the Appendix in Table 
XII. Both sets of data are plotted in Figure 5 . 
TA BLE IV 
RE LATIVE VOLATILITIES OF MET HANOL- TOL UENE 
SATURATED WIT H SODIUM BROMIDE 
43 
Mole Fraction Methanol Relative Vol a tility 
xl Y1 
IJ . 912 0. 877 0. 687 
0. 9!30 0. 905 0. 715 
Q. 953 0. 939 0. 758 
o. 343 0. 783 6 . 945 
0. 011 0. 051 5. 000 
0. 288 0. 77 0 B. 303 
0. 121 D. 721 1 9 . 181 
0. 155 0. 731 15 . 048 
0. 600 D. 821 3 . 065 
0. 517 D. 813 4 . 083 
o. 690 0.824 2. 107 
o. 829 0. 840 1.083 
0. 888 0. 860 0 . 774 
o. 926 o. 892 0 . 660 
0. 886 0. 858 0 .776 
0. 446 o. 814 5 . 350 
0. 01 8 0. 144 9 . 400 
o. 071 0. 560 16 . 774 
0. 120 0. 690 16 . 405 
o. 032 o. 214 8 . 280 
o. 095 o. 660 18 . 656 
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FIGURE 5 
RE LATIVE VOLATILITY OF METHA NOL-T OLUE NE MIXTURES 
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C Activity Coe fficients 
• 
The activity coe ffici ~ nts of a system are use d to 
compare th e prop e rties of real solutions with thos e of an 
ideal solution (27). Ideal solutions follow Raoult 1 s Law 
while mos t real solutions do not. Raoult 1 s Law can be 
modifi ed by the insertion of a factor, the activity 
coeffici e nt, on the right hand side of Equation 6. For 
this r eason the activity coeffici ent is known as the 
Raoult' s Law Deviation Factor . For th e calculation of 
activity coefficients, the vapor phase is assumed to 
behav e li ke an ideal gas, and the following expression is 
used for a binary system: 
( 6a ) 
(6b ) 
where 
'if A = activity coe ffici e nt of componen t t' A'' 
}j'B = activity coe fficient of compone nt tt B 11 
1r = total pressure on th e system 
Y4 = mole fraction of component II A It in the vapor 
Ys = mole fraction of component II B II in the vapo r 
PA = vapor pressu re of pure component t1 A t1 at t he 
t empe rature f or which t he equilibrium dat a 
were de t e rmined 
Ps = vapor pressure of pure compone nt II B It a t t he 
t e mp e rature for which the e quilib ri um data 
we r e de t e rmined 
45 
phase 
phas e 
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XA = mole fraction of component II A II in the liquid 
phase 
X9 = mole fraction of component 11 9 II in tha liquid 
phase 
Vapor pressure data for both methanol and toluene were 
ob tained from Chemical Engineers• Handbook (51) . In Figure 
6 the logarithms of the vapor press ures are plotted against 
the reciprocals of the ab s olute temperatures . The 
r ec iprocals of the ab s olute temperatures have been multi -
plied by 103 for convenience in plotting . Since the 
t emperature range is not too wide , thes~ data follow the 
E qua ti on (1 7 ) : 
where 
log P = A + § T 
P = vapor press ure in mm Hg 
A and 8 = constants 
T = absolute temperature i n °K 
By pres e nting the graphical dependenc e of vapor 
(7) 
pressure on temperature .in such a way that a straight line 
i s obtaine d , vapor pressures can be read off th e graph 
wi th greater accuracy . 
Th e calculated values of the activity coefficients 
f or the s ystem methanol-toluene saturated with sodium 
bromide are liste d in Table V and plotted in Figure 7 . Th e 
activity coeffici e nts reported for the system methanol -
tol uene by Burk e and c o-workers ar e liste d i n Tabl e I X in 
the Ap pendi x a nd pl ott ed in Figu r e 7. 
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FIGURE 6 
VAPOR PRESSURES OF rnE THANOL AND or TOLUE NE 
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TABLE V 
ACTIVITY COEFFICIE NT-C OmPOSI TI ON DATA FOR THE 
MET HANOL- TOLUE NE SYSTEffl 
--
Mole Fraction Methanol Activivity Co effici ents 
xl ~ l ({ 2 
0. 912 0 . 963 6 . 36 
0. 930 0 . 947 6 . 06 
0 . 953 0 . 9 25 5 . 5 9 
0. 3 4 3 2. 05 1. 36 
0 . 01 1 1. 06 1. 04 
0. 288 2 . 35 1 ~ 09 
0. 121 4 . 1 9 1 . 03 
0. 155 4 .48 1. 08 
0. 600 1. 3 7 2 . 04 
0 . 517 1. 54 1 .730 
0. 690 1. 21 2 . 6 2 
0. 8 2 9 . 1. 09 4 . 3 4 
0. 888 0 . 986 5 . 7 9 
0 . 926 0 . 9 26 6.41 
0 . 886 D. 968 5 .74 
0 . 4 46 1 . 950 1. 48 
0 . 01 8 2 . 15 0 1 . 0 9 
0 . 07 1 3 . 960 l . DB 
0 . 120 4 . 270 1.19 
o. 03 2 2 . 11 0 1.11 
0. 09 5 4 .55 1. 07 
FIGURE 7 
ACTIVIT Y COEFFICIE NT- COMPO SITI ON CURVES FOR 
MET HANOL-T OLUE NE SYSTEM 
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In both c as es th e activity coe ffici e nts we r e base d on actual 
expe rime nt al data and are plotte d versus methanol conc e n-
tration in the liquid. Whe r e salt was pre s e nt, th e 
methanol concentration was expressed on a salt-free basis. 
V. TEST FOR THERM ODYNAMIC CONSISTE NCY 
The experimental data we r e teste d for thermodynamic 
consiste ncy . The shapes and smoothness of the vapor- liquid 
equilibrium plot, Figure 3 , and the activity coefficients 
plot , Figure 7 , were criteria for thermodynamic consistency . 
In Figure 8 , the ln X1 c urve exhibits a maximum at approxi-
mately D. 10 mole fraction methanol while the ln "/{ 2 curve 
exhibits a minimum at 0 . 12 mole fraction methanol . 
Burke and co- workers ( 8 ) state that at a concen-
t rati on of D. 5 mole fraction the value of ln t l should be 
greate r than that of ln 62, since the value of ln 't 2 a t 
x1 = 1 . 0 is g r eater than that for ln t 2 at x1 = O. In this 
i nvestigation the opposite was found to be the case. The 
value s obtained for ln 't1 and ln ~2 at x1 = D. 5 were 0 . 438 
and D. 5 25, respectively . 
An additional thermodynamic c~eck was made of the 
experimental data using a modification of the method of 
Redlich and Kister ( 56) . The Redlibh-Kister equation 
which is given below appli e s only to isothermal data . 
l 0 1 d 0 Sol v 
n ~ 2 xl = ( 8 ) 
Herington (28) e xtended the me th od to inc lude isoba r ic data. 
In this c as e the integral of Equation 8 above do e s not 
equal ze r o and the condition nec e ssary for thermodynamic 
consist e ncy is: 
D < J 
wh e r e D is the percentag e deviation from zero of the 
quantity calc ulated in Equation 8. D is calculated as 
follows: 
Ir 2 t 1 
0 = 10 0 Jo ln ~ 
~- /I_ Ar ea { 
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wher e J LI is th e sum of th e absolute values of the areas 
c alculat e d by Equation B. Th e quantity J is a function of 
the over-all boiling point range of th e system and is 
defin ed by the following equation: 
J = 
150 13 
Tm in 
wh e r e 9 is th e over-all range of boiling points of the 
syst em and TM. is the lowest measured boiling point of th e 1" J. n 
s yst em in deg rees Kelvin. 
For the me thanol-toluene- sodium bromide syst em 
inv est igated in this study , D = 13 .9 and J = 1 9. 2. Hence 
th e data are th e rmodynamically consistent. Calculated ~ 
values of '){ ~ are liste·d in Tabl e VI. Figure 8 is a plot 
f 1 0'1 . o og 0 2 versus x1 • 
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TABLE VI 
VA LUES CA LCULATED FOR THERMOD YNAMIC C Of\J S IS TE f\JC Y TEST 
xl ¥ 1 ¥2 ¥ 1 :¥2 
0 . 01 1 1 . 06 l. 04 1. 019 
0 . 01 8 2 . 1 5 1. 09 1 . 973 
0 . 03 2 2 . 11 1 . 11 1 . 901 
0 . 071 3 . 96 1. 08 3 . 667 
0 . 095 4.55 1. 07 4 . 252 
0 . 120 4 . 27 1.1 9 3 . 588 
0 . 121 4 .1 9 1. 03 4. 068 
0 . 155 4 . 4 8 1.08 4 . 148 
0 .288 2 . 35 1. 29 1 . 82 2 
D. 343 2 . 05 1. 36 1.507 
0 . 446 1 . 95 1.48 1. 31 8 
D. 517 1. 54 1. 73 0 . 890 
0 . 600 1. 3 7 2. 04 0.672 
D. 6 90 1. 21 2 . 62 D. 462 
D. 829 1. 09 4 . 34 D. 251 
D. 88 6 0 . 968 5 . 74 D. 16 9 
0 . 888 0 . 986 5 . 7 9 0 . 17 0 
0 . 912 D. 963 6 . 36 0 . 1 51 
0 . 926 0 . 926 6 . 44 0 . 14 5 
0 . 930 D.946 6. 06 0 . 156 
0 . 953 0 . 9 25 5 . 59 0 . 165 
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FIGURE 8 
PLOT FO R THE RMO DY NAMIC CO NSISTE NCY TEST 
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VI. DISCUSSI ON AND CONCLUSI ONS 
The results of this investigation are for a system 
in which the salt is soluble in the more volatile compon-
ent and insoluble in the other. A comparison of the 
vapor-liquid equilib rium data obtained by Burke and co-
workers for t~system methanol-toluene, and those obtaine d 
in this investigation for the same system saturated with 
sodium bromid e , points out some important facts. The 
vap or-liquid equilibrium plot is given in Figure 3. As 
would be expected, th e equilibrium data obtaine d in this 
inv estigation are consistently lower than those reported by 
Bur ke and co-workers. The larg est deviations occur in the 
dilut e methanol region with a gradual convergence of both 
sets of data in the high methanol range. For th e binary 
system methanol-toluene, Burk e and co-workers observed a 
minimu m boiling azeotrops at 0 .885 mole fraction methanol 
and a temperature of 63 . 6°c . In this study th e azeotropic 
point was shift e d towards th e lower methanol c ompositions . 
Th e composition of the azeotrope is 0 . 845 mol e fraction 
meth anol and the boiling point i s 65 . o0 c. 
Figure 5 is a plot of t he relativ e volatilities 
obs e rv e d in this investigation a nd those calculated from 
t he data of Burk e et al. Th e graphs clearly show t hat th e 
relativ e volatility is appr eciably decreased by the 
addition of salt. The trend obs e rved is similar to that 
Previously noted for the vapor-liquid e quilibrium plot in 
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Figure 3 . The effect of the salt is more pronounced at 
th e low methanol compositions and the two curves approach 
each othe r as the methanol composition increases. 
In Figurs 7 the activity coefficients de termined 
from the data of th i s inv sti gation are plotted along with 
those determined by Burke and co-workers. The plot shows 
t hat the activity coefficients of both methanol and 
tolu e ne decreased by a constant value over th e entire com-
position range as a r e sult of the presenc e of the salt . 
The activity coefficient plot showed fairly smooth curves 
8specially at high methanol compositions. At lower methanol 
compositions , however, t he experimental points showe d som e 
scatte ring . Scattering was observed in the vapor-liquid 
plot and relative volatility plot at low methanol compo-
sitions . The shape of the equilibrium curve explains why 
such scattering should be anticipated. A small change in 
liqui d composition in this range results in a di s propor-
tionat e ly large change in vapor composition. Thus in this 
rang e o f compos i tions it is more difficult to determine 
liquid and vapor compositions to a high degree of accuracy . 
A comparison of the relative volatility plot, 
Figure 5 , with the activity coefficients plot, Figure 7, 
indicate s that the effect of the salt is greatest wh e re 
non-idealit y is greatest . This occurs at approximately 
D. 1 mole fraction methanol . 
Comparison of the experime ntal results with Burke's 
data indicate that sodium bromide significantly affects 
the vapor- liquid equilibrium of methanol and toluene . As 
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would be expect ed, th e r elati ve volatility of me thanol with 
r es pec t to tolue ne is decreas e d ov e r the entir e range of 
c ompos itions. A comparis on of th e activ i ty c oe ffici e nts 
indic a t e s that the pre s ence of th e salt makes the salt 
more idea l . 
Although som e scatte ring was obs e rv e d in the low 
meth a nol range , satisfactory curv es we r e obtained for t he 
vap or-l iquid equilibrium, boiling point-composi t ions, 
r elativ e volatility, and activity coe fficient plots. Mor e-
over , the Redlich-Kiste r t est showe d the ex pe rimental data 
to be t he rmodynamically consistent. All t his would the n 
ind i c ate that r e fractiv e index measureme nts can be 
r eliab ly us e d not only to analyze binary organic mixture s 
but als o mixtures saturate d with salts. 
VII. SUGGESTI ONS FOR FUTU RE WORK 
It is sugg este d that th e e ffects of other salts on 
the system methanol-tolue ne at 760 mm Hg should be inv es t i-
gat ed . Sp ecifically, s alts more solubl e in methanol than 
sodium bromide should b e employe d. Sinc e it is possibl e 
tha t a s alt very solubl e in methanol would break the binary 
syst em into a two phase liquid system, it is suggeste d 
that a n equilibrium sti ll be used which is designed to allow 
sampl ing of a two phase liquid system. 
It would also be a dvantag e ous to inv estigate ways of 
increasing the relative volatility of th e system me thanol -
tolue ne . This may hav e a direct industrial application if 
it br eaks th e azeotrop e . In order to att empt to bre ak the 
azeot rop e , expe rimental vap or-liquid equilibrium da t a 
shoul d be de termine d for th e bina ry system me t hanol-tol uen e 
at l owe r pressure s than atmosph e ric. 
Finally, analysis of salt-satura t e d binary organic 
mixture s by r e fractiv e index me asurem ents s hould be 
encourage d and used more widely in view of the many att e nd-
ant advantag es. Th e re is a dearth of information in t he 
litera tu r e c onc e rning r e fractiv e i ndex-compos i tion da t a fo r 
t e r nary s ys t ems. Mor e e f fo rt shoul d be e xpe nded t o fil l 
this gap ~ 
VIII. SU Mm ARY 
Refractiv e index-composition data for methanol-
t ol ue ne saturated with sodium promide were obtained at 
2s0 c. and used in th e analysis of th e samples taken in 
t his exp e rim ent. 
Vapor-liquid e quilibrium and boiling-point-compo-
sit io n data at 760 mm Hg we re obtained for the system 
me th a nol-toluene saturate d with sodium bromid e . An 
impr ov e d Othm e r type equilibrium still was us ed. From th e 
ex pe rim e nta l vapor-liquid equilibrium data, relativ e 
vol a tiliti e s and activity co e ffici e nts we r e calculate d. 
The e ff ect of sodium bromid e on the relative volatiliti e s 
and activity co e fficients of the syst em was shown and 
disc uss e d. Th e exp e rim e ntal data we r e t e st ~ d by t he 
metho d of Re ~ich and Kiste r and found to be th e rmodynami-
cally consiste nt. 
An ex t e nsiv e lite ratur e surv e y was mad e and a 
summa ry of th e major publishe d inv estigations on the 
sub j ect of salt- e ff ect in vapor-liqui d eq uilibrium is 
prese nt e d in th e App e ndix and in t he Bibliography. 
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Design of External Heater 
Initially, the resistance of a wire was determined 
to be 7 ohms. Since the variac was a 5-ampere model, this 
fact was made the criterion for design. 
maximum Power = I 2R = 52 x 7 = 175 watts 
maximum Voltage 5 x 7 - 35 volts = 
-
v 30 At 30 volts, I = - = ..., = 4.29 watts R 
At 30 volts, Power= I x V = I 2R = 30 x 4.29 
= 4.292 x 7 
= 129 watts 
The heater was found to operate satisfactorily. 
TA BLE VII 
EXP ERI MENTAL EQ UILI BR I UM DAT A FOR MET HANOL- TOLUE NE AT 
760 mm of Hg (B ur ke e t al . ) 
Te mp e rat ur e rnole Fr action met hanol 
QC• xl Y1 
11 0 . 6 o. ooo o. ooo 
89 . 90 0 . 046 0. 51 9 
84 . 80 0 . 058 o. 60 7 
80 . 40 0 . 0 7 0 o. 7 04 
74 . 7 5 D. 094 0. 777 
71 . 3 0 0 . 114 o. 7 93 
69 . 7 0 0 . 13 2 0. 801 
66 . 7 5 0 .234 D. 81 3 
65 . 75 D. 330 0. 8 2 2 
65 . 10 0 . 439 o. 828 
6 4 . 15 0 . 6 7 5 0 . 842 
63 . 70 0 . 830 0 . 86 6 
63 . 60 0 . 8 7 0 0 . 87 8 
63 . 70 0 . 930 0 . 91 2 
6 4 . 1 0 0 . 97 4 0 . 957 
64 . 60 1. 000 1. 000 
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IYl ols 
TABLE VIII 
REFRAC TI VE I NDICES OF MIX TURES OF 
METHA NOL-T OLUE NE AT 2soc . 
Fractio n Me thanol Re fracti ve Index 
0 . 0000 I. 49428 
0 . 0967 1 . 48772 
0 . 2246 1. 4 7775 
0 . 3507 1 . 46562 
0 . 4 8 29 1.45033 
o . 5312 I. 44 370 
0 . 6037 1. 43268 
0 . 7 0 25 1 . 414 97 
o . 7289 1 . 4 0986 
0 . 76 63 1.40112 
D. 8426 1. 38158 
D. 8861 1 . 36870 
0 . 9 296 1.35390 
0.9 685 1. 3399 7 
1. ODO 1. 3 269 1 
63 
Mole 
TABLE IX 
ACTIVITY COEFFICIE NT-COMPOS ITI ON DATA FOR 
METHA NOL -T OLUE NE (Burke et al . ) 
Frac t ion IYI ei th anal Activity Coeffici ents 
x 
o. ooo l. ODO 
0 . 046 4 . 56 6 0 . 945 
0 . 058 5 . 1 94 0 . 8 78 
0 . 070 5 . 630 0. 819 
0 . 094 5 .666 0. 773 
0 . 114 5 . 417 o. 831 
0 . 1 32 5 . DI 8 o. 865 
D. 234 3 . 21 5 l. 0 28 
0 . 330 2 . 396 1. 162 
0 . 439 1. 861 1. 3 7 5 
0 . 675 l. 277 2 . 261 
0 . 83 0 l. 087 3 . 730 
0 .870 l. 056 4 . 4 59 
o .930 1. 022 5 . 950 
o.974 1 . 008 7 . 7 07 
1.000 1 . 000 
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TA BLE X 
SUMM ARY OF VAP OR -LIQUID EQ UILI BR IUM DATA WITH SALT AS A THIRD COMPO NENT 
System Salt Composition Range Salt Authors in Mole % Concent r a t ion 
Acetic Acid-Wate r CaC1 2 0 - 100 10 , 20,30 Garwin and 
40 , 50% lAJt . Hutchison (22) 
Acetic Acid-Water LiCl, NaCl, 
KC NS, Na2S0 4 o. 05 -0 . 4N Saturat ed Mc Bain and 
K 2S04 ; KN0 3 Kam (43) 
NaC 2H30 2 
Acetic Acid-Wat e r NaCl, Na2S0 4 dilute a-saturat ed Virtanen and 
fl1 9S04 Pulki (72) 
Acetone 
Ethyl methyl Ketone C aC 12 0 - 100 Saturated Jost (33) 
Acetone-Me thanol CaC1 2 0 - 100 Saturated Jost (33) 
Ethanol-Water NH4Cl, f>JaCl Maizlick and 
Tverdovsky ( 39 ) 
Eth anol-Water CuCl2, CH3C OOK Costa and 
Tarraso (16) 
Et hanol-Water CuCl2 0 - 100 10 & 50 Tarraso (16) 
gm/lOOg solvent Roul e au (62) 
Ethanol-Wate r (C H3•C: NOH) 2 0 - 100 Saturated · Ci esla (15) 
°' U1 
TABLE X (CO NTIN UED) 
Syst em Salt Composition Range Salt Authors in rno l e % Conc entration 
Ethanol-Water CaC1 2 , KCl,NH4Clj 0 - 100 Saturated 75 
NaND3 
Saturated Ethanol-Water CaCl2 , NaO H, Na 2C2 , 91 - 100 42 
H30 2 
Ethanol-Wate r Hg2 C 12 0 - 100 Saturated 31 
Ethanol-Wat l!r Hg C 12, Z nC 12 , KC 1, 41 
NaCl, KO Ac 
Ethanol-Water KND 3 0 - 100 Saturate d 57 
Ethanol-Water K2so4 , Na ND3 8 - 20 Saturated 70 
Ethanol-Water K2co 3 50 - 90 Saturated 36 
Ethanol-Water NaCl 0 
-
100 31,33,63 
Ethanol-Water NaOR 
R = Al Ryl 89 - 98 Saturated 36 
R = Ary l 
Ethylene Glycol Wat er Na2so 4 , KCl, KB r 0 - 100 Saturated 20 
Ethylene Glycol Water Na2SD4 0 - 100 Saturated 21 
Formic Acid Li Cl3NaCl 53 
Caproic Acid 
en 
rn 
TABLE X (CO NTI NU ED) 
System 
Formic Acid-Wate r 
Glycerol- uJ at e r 
Me thanol-Tolue ne 
Pyridine-Water 
Phenol-Water 
Salt 
CaC1 2 , CaSD4, 
lt1 9Cl2, NaCl 
Na2SD4' HeOOCa, 
HCO OMg , HCOON a, 
HCOONH4 ,( NH4) 2SD4 
NaCl 
NaBr 
NaCl 
NaCl 
De uterium Oxide Wat er Salts 
Water-Hydrochloric 
Acid 
Several 
Water-Carboxylic Acid Seve ral 
M- Xyl ene-p-Xyl ene SbC12 
Composition Range Salt 
in Mol e % Conc entration 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 00 
100 
100 
6 
Saturate d 
Saturated 
Saturated 
0 - 17 wt. ~~ 
Authors 
26 
11 
This work 
73 
4 
25 
53 
53 
OJ 
-.-J 
TA BLE XI 
SOLU BIL ITIES OF VARI OUS SALTS IN ALC OHOL 
AT ROOM TEMPE RATURE in Qms/1 00 ~ m SOLVE NT 
Solv e nt Na I CuC1 2 
f'll EOH 
ETQH 
PROH 
83 . 3 
58 . B 
26 . 3 
36 . 5 
35 .7 
30 . 5 
65 . 5 
36 . 5 
68 
TA BLE XII 
RELATIVE VOLATILITIES OF MET HANOL- TOLUE NE MIXTURES 
(Burk e e t al. ) 
6 9 
Mol e Fr action Me thanol Relative Volatility 
x1 Yl 
0. 046 0. 51 9 22 . 50 
0. 0 58 0 . 627 28 . 095 
0. 0 7 0 0.7 04 3 2 . 7 00 
0. 09 4 0. 7 7 7 3 5 . 15 
0. 114 0. 7 93 29 . 8 26 
0. 1 3 2 0 . 801 26 . 7 3 0 
0. 23 4 0. 81 3 1 4 . 465 
0. 330 0. 8 22 9 . 4 8 2 
o. 439 o. 8 28 6 . 1 86 
o. 6 7 5 0. 8 42 2 . 575 
0. 830 0. 866 1. 3 24 
o. 8 7 0 0. 87 8 1. 0 27 
o. 93_0 o. 912 0 . 111 
0. 97 4 o. 95 7 o . 585 
TA BLE XIII 
VAPOR PRESSURES OF ME THANOL AND OF TOLUE NE 
AT VARI OUS TE MPERATU RES 
Temp e ratur e , oc . Vapor Pressure in mm 
METHA NOL 
49. 9 4 00 
64 .7 760 
84 . 0 1520 
112.5 3800 
13 8 7600 
TOLUEN E 
40 . 3 60 
51. 9 1 00 
69 . 5 200 
89 . 5 400 
11 0 . 6 76 0 
136 . 5 1520 
70 
Hg 
X. NOMENCLATURE 
I = current 
R = resistance 
v = voltage 
Subscript1 = methanol 
Subscript 2 = toluene 
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